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Get the edge in pH with the latest innovation from Hanna 

  

Just launched edge is the latest innovation from Hanna Instruments offering 
some of the most advanced technology for measuring pH, conductivity and 
dissolved oxygen. 

Quite simply edge breaks new ground in electro chemistry.  Combining the dimensions and 
format of a small digital tablet with high precision technology edge has been designed to 
make pH measurement simpler, quicker and more accurate.  Cutting-edge design, capacitive 
touch buttons and an intuitive user interface come together to offer scientists worldwide the 
most innovative pH meter on the market.  

 How edge works: 

edge measures pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen through its unique digital 

electrodes. Auto-recognised they provide sensor type, calibration data and a serial number 

and connect to edge with an easy plug-in 3.5mm connector.  Full measurement, 

configuration, calibration, diagnostics and logging data are quickly transferred to computer 
or USB drive. 

Programmed for basic and advanced modes, edge has the ability to offer simplified screen 

features for routine measurements or detailed data display. 

edge warns users if the electrode is not clean or if buffers are contaminated during 

calibration using the exclusive Hanna CAL-CHECK feature.  Advancing this technology even 

further, edge will also warn you if the pH bulb is cracked or if the junction of the electrode 

is compromised. 

With its versatile tablet design edge is equally at home in your hand, on a laboratory 

bench or mounted on a wall. 

 Key features: 
-  capacitive touch buttons  
-  large 140mm LCD display that can be viewed from over 5 meters 
   distance 
-  clear full text readout 
-  programmed for basic and advanced modes 
-  two USB ports 
-  GLP data automatically transferred 
-  data logging up to 1000 records 
-  digital smart electrodes enable edge to automatically recognise 
   and stores sensor type, ID and calibration information 
-  Hanna CAL-CHECK warns if electrode is not clean or buffers are 
   contaminated 
-  fully-equipped with benchtop cradle and adjustable electrode 
   holder 
-  The culmination of Hanna’s vision, design capabilities and 
   integrated production facilities, Hanna has set the new standard 
   with edge. 

Click here to download edge brochure (7MB)  

Click here to download edge brochure (2MB) 

 
 
 

Click here for PRICE! 
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